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Christmas Buying
Sets New Record
In Local Stores
Most

December SO, 1948
Number 27
Kiwanis To Present
Award Friday, Jan. 6
The annual Citizenship
Award, for outstanding community service, will be made
at a dinner meeting of the
Kiwanis Club Friday night,
Jan. 7, starting at 5;30
o'clock. Previous winners of
the award, members of the
committee
which selected
the 1948 winner, and Kiwanis ladies will be special
guests. Marshall P. Eldred,
Louisville attorney and a
past president of the local
club; will deliver tne principal address and make the
presentation.

1Red Cross Audit
Shows Activities;
200 Aid In Work
Chapter Made

Friend Of Santa

First Class Rank
For Postoffice
Seems Assured
Mail Records
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Everyone A Happy,
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Kiwanis Inducts
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New Buick Home
To Open Jan. 1
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Nothing To Fear
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Clift Appointed
Warrant Officer

Progres's Made OriBig
Gas Line From Texas

Fredonia Baptists
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Birth Certificates
Have New Look
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for slaughter ing them in filling out income
re hog slaughtering and would be reduced
accordingly. tax returns.
resistance to high On the other hand, continued
Says Mr. Young:
"A farmer who, year atter
high prices for all slaughter cat1011C
tle will tend to maintain a high year, keeps suitable records will
rate of slaughter during the know how profitable or how
coming year. Therefore, a fur- unprofitable his farming has
appy New Year
ther, but moderate, reduction in been. When thoroughly studied,
you — and may
cattle numbers is anticipated such records show where farm
add a serious
business adjustments are needduring 1949.
ht:—This is a
Big feed supplies and favora- ed, and serve as a sound basis
to guard against
ble deeding ratios this fall are for future farming plans. With
o add an exlikely to result in more grain the prospects that farming costs
ree of caution
feeding of cattle. It is thus ex- will contulne to rise, farm busiur driving skill
pected that a much larger pro- ness records will become into protect your
portion of the cattle marketed creasingly important."
sions with odeinsurance.

CIINNIN61/AM
TE INSURANCE SERVICE
frlitimor rPM0 81

in 1949 will be finished on grain
and that more liberal supplies
of better grades of beef will be
available for consumers than
during the last few years.
Cattle other than breeding
stock have been reduced most
during the past year. This indicates that the number of cat-

Prescriptions •
Phone 611

'000 INUG STORE

4-H Boy Makes
Garden Record
Growing a 21
/
2-acre garden
last summer, from wh ich he
harvested $1,329 worth of vegetables, was the major achievement of Charles Schadler, 17, of
Campbell county. In recognition
of his work, he was awarded an
all-expense free trip to Chicago
to attend the National 4-H Club
Congress. His net garden Income
was $929.25.
Charles' record book shows
that he harvested 104 bushels of
beans, 40 of Irish potatoes, 325
of tomatoes, 22 of cabbage, 36
of cucumbers, 2.2 of mangels, 52
of cantaloupe and 35 of pickles.
In addition, he grew a halt-acre
family garden. Charles hired no
labor and worked without a
tractor.
tle available for feeding purposes will be less than in recent
years. Furthermore, high prices
for slaughter cattle are causing
competition between slaughterers and feeders for animals
suitable for either purpose. Shipments at stocker and feeder cattle to corn-belt states are only
slightly larger than at this time
a year ago. Apparenly many
corn-belt farmers are uncertain
as to the trend in cattle prices
next year and are deferring
their purchases. But as the size
at the feed crop is fully appreciated by farmers, a more active
demand for stockers and feeders is anticipated.

News From The

Past Ky. Farm News

Pogo Three
Richard Searcy of Carroll
county has completed a steel reinforced concrete cistern, 10 by
20 by 10 feet, to be used for
home and farm water supply.
In Caldwell county, 848 bays
and girls are ehrolled in 35 4-H
clubs.
More alfalfa was seeded in
Knox county in 1948 than in any
previous year.
It is thought that the 1948 to-

Mter tiling two acres of land,
News iiiiresenting lives, hopes, dietons and ambitions of those Steven Pitts of Menifee county
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell'county almost
40 years ago recorrlea nowhere but In the yellowed files of Twice- doubled his corn yield.
In Madison county, 109 4-H
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reuroduced just as the Princeton re- club boys grew 91.4 acres of toprirters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
bacco.
Ground hogs are said to have
August 30, 1927. Mr. and Mrs. spent at Ashville, N. C., and
caused widespread damage to
Wylie Childress, Miss Clara other points.
crops in many sections of Wood• • •
Nell and Everett Childress and
ford county.
Mrs. Lillian Eater spent last 4 September 6, 1927. R. M. Pool
Mrs. Ben Hounchens of Barweek on a visit to Mammoth attended a Directors' meeting of ren county has installed
electric
Cave, the Lincoln Mounment, the Confederate Home at
Pewee equipment in her kitchen, a wa"Old Kentucky Home" at Bards- Valley, near Louisville, Wednes- ter system in a bathroom.
.
town, Frankfort, Lexington, Dix day.
Hall Bros. of Powell county
Dam, Louisville, etc. They re• • •
harvested an average of 100
port a delightful trip, which was v September 16, 1927. Hearne bushels. of Ky. 102 hybrid
corn
Made by auto.
Harrelson returned to Bowling to the acre on 135 acres.
• • •
Green Tuesday, where he is a
ApprOximately 2,000 acres of
August 30, 1927. Mr. and Mrs. student in Bowling Green Busi- second-growth timber have
been
A. P. Day, who have bean pa- ness University.
cleared in Pendleton county for
• • •
tients at the Annie Barber Hosfuture use as pasture land.
September 16, 1927. County
pital, since being hurt in an
Sale of dairy products in
automobile accident near Mar- Agent J. F. Graham, Press Rockcastle and South Madison
ion three weeks ago, left Sat- Blackburn, Garland Martin and counties is expected to bring
urday for their home in Eddy- Shipton Pettit are among those about $350,000 to farmers there
attending the State Fair in this year.
ville,
• • •
Louisville his week.
• • •
August 30, 1927. Prof, and
Anna Louise Loftus on Wash4 September 20, 1927. Dr. W. G. ington street.
Mrs. Guy Nichols and little '
daughter, Helen Wood, of Tay- Childress, of East Akron, 0., is
The guests
lorsville, Ky., who have been here for a few days' stay with
S included the Mishere on a visit to relatives the home folk before going to Cin- ses Mary Kenner Segasser, I
past several days, will start on cinnati to complete his course Maurice Jones, Myrtle Grace
their return to Taylorsville to- in the study of medicine.
Strong, Dixie Smith, Kathryn
Hillyard, Louise Rogers, Kathmorrow.
• • •
September 30, 1927. The mem- ryn McKinney, Mina Tom PickSeptember 2, 1927. Mr. and bers of the Stitch and Chatter ens, Mary Florence Rice, KathMrs. Pram Wood returned Tues- Club spent a very pleasant so- ryn Sue Loftus and Kathryn
Phone
day from a pleasant vacation cial evening at the home of Miss Carter.

bacco crop will return appioxi
matey $1,500,000 to Ballard
county farmers.
Where vetch was turned under on eight farms in Hancock
county, farmers reported yields
of more than 100 bushels of corn
to the acre.
Henry county homemakers
wired for electric use 20 kerosene lamps at a leaders training
meeting.
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Call us for wrecker service.

It is richer, sweeter, better

4
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good health.
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Entitled "Democracy in the Adlemier ConijiattdateS
Bear Skips Hibernation
UK President Is Author
and Mc, Talley Baker,
13elton, Mont.—AP.- One of
Dr. H. L. Donovan, president ministration of Our Schools", the
article urges superintendents to
Fredonia, on the birth of a son, 'Mt and Mrs. Oscar Metom, the bears at Glacier National of
the University of Kentucky,
Sunday, Dec. 28.
Mr. and Mrs. Brinkley, and lit- Park has insomnia. While others is the author of an article ap- enlist the talents off classroom
tle Diana Cline, Providence, are sleeping away the winter, pearing in the current issue of teachers in planning programs
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Nuckand policies relative to the adols, St. Petersburg, Fla., are spent Sunday as guests of Mr. the yearling grizzly r omps the Kentucky School Journal. ministration of school systems.
Dorothy Ann Davis
P ha I 1
liending the holidays with his and Mrs. George Franklin.
about, tipping over trash cans orphan cub who didn't get
^
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Frank- and being a nuisance in general. enough to eat in the summer
parents,. Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
Ice-hockey is a game which
'day Dance
,
Nyckols, Highland Avenue, and lin, Dawson, visited her father, Chief Ranger Naturalist M. E. and still is building up fat for probably dates from the 18th
Mr.
other
Kax
Pugh Christmas Day. Beatty says he's probably an the long hibernation.
relatives.
group of young people, most
Century.
• • •
Mr. George Powell visited Mr.
hem home from scho(.1 for
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Granstaff, Arthur Franklin
Sunday.
olidays, had a dance Monkansas City, Mo., are spending
Mrs. Hester Powell and son,
the holidays with his parents. George, and Mrs.
ght at the Princeton Golf
Ida Franklin
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Granstaff. spent Monday in
.untry Club. Present were
Hopkinsville
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Granstaff on business.
Judy Pruett, Joanne Milspent last week-end with her
iertrude Richie, Carolyn
Mr. Cye Rollins has been on
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence the sick list.
'Shirley Farme* Cynthia
Jennings, Frankfort
gham, Manly tTrader,
Mr. arid Mrs. James 13eshears
• • •
Quinn, Nancy Hearne,
Rev. and Mrs. Fred Breed and were in Evansville one day last
Deers, Betty Jo Linton,
children, Allen and 'Bobby, De week.
e Pickering a n d Joanne
Land, Fla., are guests of Mr. and
Miss Sue Darnell and Mr. KenIt has been brought to our attention that rumors are circulating in
Mrs. Homer Purdy and daugh- neth Darnell,
and Bill Cartwright, Jim
Lexington, are
tre, Suzanne. Mrs. Breed is the
lin, N. H. Talley, Jr., Tomformer Sara Katharine Quirey, spending the holidays with their
holar, Oscar Cantrell, A. C.
former resident here.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed DarPrinceton to the effect that we are closing our Princeton store.
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ols, Jim Butler, J. 0. Claynell.
Don
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seaPaul Cunningham, H. E.
Mr. and Mrs. Russel McDanman stationed at Boston, Mass.,
THIS IS AN ERRONEOUS REPORT AND IS WITHOUT ANY
r. Dick Gregory, Jimmy
will arrive Thursday, Dec. 30, to iel and children spent Sunday
by, Fred Taylor, Bill Mays,
spend New Year's with his par- with her mother, Mrs. Josle WalHarrelson, Bob Taylor and
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Mor- ker.
FOUNDATION WHATSOEVER.
gan, and his sister, Mrs. Ercel
parks.
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hers of the Greene lam• • •
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et for a reunion Christmas
Mrs. Margie Cliff and children
'Pete Gates, Cincinnati, 0.,
Mrs. Eunice Wadlington
at the home of Mr. and
spent Christmas with his mother, spent the holidays in Louisville.
Walter Greene, Fredonia.
Mrs. John Gates, Washington
Mrs. Lucille Pool spent Satent were Mr. and Mrs.
street.
They will be very happy to serve you and take care of our customers
urday night with Miss Juanita
• • •
Greene and • daughters,
Pool.
Miss
Suzanne
Sparks,
NashALL-AMERICAN
TO
WED—Bobby
Jack
Stuart
(right),
Army's
and Doris, Mr. and Mrs.
ville, Tenn., spent the weekend
in a manner that is up to the standards of our policies.
Beavers and children, 1948 All-American halfback, hangs misteltoe with his fiancee, Har- with her parents, !Mr. and Mrs. US Army Has Corn
, Jewell, Eugene and Mar- riett Lee Young (Dec. 24) after arriving at his Tulsa, Okla., home W. C. Sparks.
• • •
Trouble In Japan
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Greene for the holidays. The engagement was announced Dec. 24 by
Many thanks to our loyal friends and customers who have helped us
Miss Roberta Dalzell, New
Tokyo—AP—Ask any Japaaughter, Brenda, Mr. and Miss Young's parents. (AP Wirephoto)
York, N. Y., spent Christmas nese what's cooking and he'll
eg Vinson and son, Letchwith her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
attain the good name that we possess in this community.
r. and Mrs. lierschell Bea Robert Dalzell, Franklin street. tell you it isn't corn. Not at his
Fredonia
Families
• • •
house. He doesn't- like corn. And
id children, Judy, Sandra,
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. McCon- there are 300,000 tons of corn
and Jimmy, Mr. Roy Celebrate Yuletide
Thank you
Louisville, spent Christmas waiting to be eaten. It was shipIncluded in the many Fredonia
Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Cliff and nell
with the former's parents, Mr. ped over here by the United
s and children, Donna, Christmas dinner parties Sat- Miss Ella Cliff spent the and Mrs. R. A. McConnell, EdStates to feed the hungry
and Stevie, and Mr. and urday was a family dinner for Christmas holidays with War- dyville road.
The United States couldn't
• • •
\lalcolm Boone, all of Fre- the Quertermous family at the rant Officer Hubert P. Clift,
Mrs. Clift, and family, Fort
Mr. and Mrs. George Eldred ship wheat and other grains behome of Mr. and Mrs. Euclid Knox.
and son, John Shelly, spent cause the Allies of Europe get
• • •
were
and Mrs. Charles Koon Quertermous. Present
Sunday night in Paducah with first crack at the available supKughters, Patricia and Gale, James Quertermous, Gary, Ind.,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pollard, Mrs. Eldred's parents, Mr. and ply. Now the U. S. Army has a
trazisville, Ind., a n d Mr. and Mrs. Jocie Quertermous, Mr. and Louisville, spent Christmas with Mrs. E. F. Seaton.
little scheme to get rid of some
• • •
Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Lester.
Mrs.
Charlie
Quertermous,
Miss
Itts Marvin Greene and daughof that corn.
• • •
Cherry,
Hugh
and
Mrs.
Mr.
!cr.
Jean, Mr. and Mrs. Donna Quertermous, J. B. and
The Japanese farmer is allowMrs. Pat Ryan, Paducah, and Jr., Owensboro, s pen t Christ• James and son, Elvis, Mrs. Owen Quertermous, and the son, Billy Joe, U. S. Military
mas with the former's parents, ed to keep millet, sorghum and
Oliver and son, Jimmy, hosts.
Academy, West Point, N. Y., Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Cherry.
other coarse grains to feed his
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher spent Monday with Mr. and
Mr. Lewis James, all of
livestock. These grains can be
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Butter- made into food a Japanese will
entertained out-of-town guests,
Mrs. W. C. Sparks.
Buttermore and Miss Lucille
including Mr. and Mrs. H. H.
Preston Cher r y, Bowling more will leave Sunday for eat. The livestock don't care.
Wring, Evansville, Ind.; Mrs. Green, spent Christmas with his Florida to visit Mr. Buttermore's They'd just as soon have corn.
Year's Dance
Jennie Brasher, Frances; Miss brother, Hugh Cherry, and Mrs. brother, Curtis Buttermore, and
ountry Club
his sister, Mrs. James Glenn.
Dorothy Brasher, Gilbertsville, Cherry.
•.•
and Mr. Glenn, Clewiston. They
.Sew Year's dance for mem- and Donald Brasher, Denver Col.
Mrs. Charles Ratliff, Mrs. Wil- plan to spend some time in Tamthe Princeton Golf and
Guests of Mrs. Lee Burklow liam Rice, and Mr. and Mrs. pa, St. Petersburg, Miami, Key
i.y Club and their guests were Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Richard Ratliff spent Wednes- West, and other Florida cities.
be given Thursday night, Rushing and Mrs. Ethel Bar- day in Owensboro.
Mrs. Lala Barnett will go with
them as far as Tampa, where
at the club. Oliver Hill nett, Evansville, Ind.; Mr. and
• • •
ali4Va
6e
g
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kyle she will visit her daughter, Mrs.
..is orchestra, Paducah, will Mrs. Seldon McElroy, Alton. 11.11.;
Jack 0. Holmes and Mr. Holmes.
and
daughter,
Betty
Jean,
De•
•
'
•
the music. The dance Mr. and Mrs. Paul Moore and troit,
Mich., spent the Christ'. at 9 o'clock and end daughter, Anita, Prif.tceton, and mas holidays with Mrs. Kyle's
Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Pitke,
ock.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore and parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Point Pleasant, W. Va., and Mrs.
Morgan, and her sister, Mrs. Er- C. E. McGregor, Sturgis, were
son, Coy, Jr.
the guests a few days this week
cel Beavers.
filing the neck end of a
Miss Lily Wilson and J. A.
of Mr. and Mrs. Hillery Barnett.
or turkey with stuffing Wilson entertained for Miss Dunn, and Frank Wilson, Princeskin over the back and Mary Wilson, Yankeetown, Fla., ton, and Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
May flies take no food in the
It with a small skewer. Miss Robert Lee Beck, Mrs. Will Beck and family.
adult stage.
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n Shoe'
Wing Tips,

$8.95

STORE WIDE

SALE!

Dress

DRESS SALE!

w Stock . • •

You'll buy several of these lovely dresses . . . Many, many
styles to choose from and you'll find dresses that formerly
sold for $14.95 ... NOW_

$5.95

$5.95 and $8.95

es

Large Group Of Junior Dresses
Reduced

...jlayon Jersey Gowns
$2.00 and $3.00

They're beautiful and we have a large assortment .

Women's
Calf and
Ties and

A New Year's
Message

Large Group Of Suits Reduced
LARGE GROUP OF

, Jacqueline

As another New Year gets under way, we wish
to express again our greetings and to say to you that

Vanity Fair Slips

$5095

our hearts are grateful for the share of fortune it has

Medium lengths in these famous slips

been our lot to enjoy.
y-GOer
nie
ed
14aridths

$4895
Sale!
$4.95
$3.95
$5850
0

ALL
SAT
'

We trust this message to each of you will embody all
the sincerity and feeling that is in our thoughts at this
season. We are well aware of the fact that without your
own generosity we would not have enjoyed such a splendid business during the last year. Therefore, at this, the
start of another year,

"Happy New Year"

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
Rose Emma; hey and Howard McGough

' `'

4 vr•,,,

NOW!

.
$1.50N and $1.95
. Millenery
Entire Stock of Winter

Woolen Sweaters

Our famous named hats included in this sale!
Many, many models that formely sold to
$15.95 . . . NOW—

All wool and nice assortment of styles and

$3.95

$2.95

colors ... NOW

SHOP OUR StORE! BARGAINS IN EVERY DEPARTMENT.
Remember the
First Customers Get
the Best Selections!

Ladies' Store
Exclusive
The 1-kopkinsville

Polon Six
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The next meeting will be with
Aaron Cummins and Miss Wilma Vandiver.
Mrs.* Robert Coleman, January
The next meeting will be at 1 21 at 2:30 p.m.
o'clock, Thursday, Jan. 13, at
the home of Mrs. Virgil Nuckles.
Phosphorus was discovered in

Old 'Corn Kings'
Lose To Moderns

Farm And Home
Conference To
Feature Variety

The old corn kings who have
been champions by following
Dad's, methods have been snowed under by contestants in the
corn derby contest in Tay!,
county, stated Farm Agent C. V.
Bryan. Less plowing, use of level land and treating it the same
as for tobacco have resulted in a
5 to 10-percent increase in production, he said.

A gi,,,at variety of subjects of
special interest just at this time
will receive attention at the 37th
annual Farm and Home Convention at the University of Kentucky the last week in January.
Included will be atomic energy, the Marshall Plan, the Euro- farming and homemaking.
pean situation, world peace, and
Men and women will meet in
a host of problems relating to joint session the first afternon
to hear Dr. Edwin G. Nourse,
chairman
of the President's
Council of Economic Advisers,
discuss the .Marshall Plan, and
Mrs. Evelyn Millis Duvall of the
What to do for woman's oldest
National Council of Family Reproblem, functional monthly pain?
lations speak on living with
Many a girl and woman has found
young people.
the answer in CARDUVS 2-way help.
The rest of the four-day proYOU see, CMIDUI may make things
iota easier for you In either of two gram will consist of a session
ways: (1) started 3 days before for homemakers each day and
"your time" and taken as directed
en the label, It should help relieve
functional periodic pain; (2) taken
throughout the month like a tonic,
it should improve your appetite,aid
digestion, and thus help build up
LONG DISTANCE MOVING
assistance for the trying days to
eome. CARDITI is scientifically preArnold Ligon Truck Line
pared and scientifically tested. If
Contact
you suffer "at those certain times",
JAMES D MASHBURN
get CARDITI today.
Princeton. Ky.
Phone $93
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Otter Pond Homemakers
Have Xmas Party

Women now find 2-wiy
help for old problem

ENRAGED BULL SHOT ON PACKINGHOUSE ROOF— n employe (le t) of the Graver Pac mg
Company in Chicago shoots a .38 caliber pistol at the head of an enraged bull on the packinghouse
roof. The animal jumped through a window of the slaughtering room and got onto the roof.. Ten
shots were fired into the animal which was finally roped and lowered to the ground where other
employes slashed its throat. (AP Wirephoto)

The Otter Pond Hornemak•
Club met for its annual Chri
mas party Thursday, Dec. 16, at
the home of Mrs. Ferd Wadlington, with Mrs. Homer Mitchell
co-hostess. The house was decorated in honor of the season.
The program, a continuation
of slip covers, was presented by
Mrs. Charles Geiger and Mrs.
Guy Shoulders. After the program a covered dish lunch was
served.
Recreation hour, devotional,
Christmas games and Christmas
songs were led by Mrs. Collin
Ladd. Highlight of the day was
the Christmas tree with exchange of gifts and gifts for
Sunshine friends.
'Present were Mesdames Collin Ladd, Albert Hartigan, Jim
Reece, Tom Lewis,. Guy Shoulders, G. W. Scott, George Martin, Jr., L. B. Sims, Jr., Charles
Ginger, L. B. Sims, Sr., W. S.
Denham, Lee Mashburn, Ramey
Johnson, Jim Neal, Claude Wood,
Pete Jones, Jimmie Mitchell,
Homer Mitchell, Eugene Parker,
Ferd Wadlington, Moscoe Mitchell, Hyland Mitchell, Claude
McConnell, Ray Martin, Lucille
Poole, Lester and Vandiver,
Misses Irene Mashburn, Robbie
Sims, Dorothy Ferguson, and
Wilma Vandiver, and Richard
Sims, Kay Sims, Michael Klatz
and Lester MeOaslin.

sectional meetings for farmers.
ering, Jimmie Glass, Derrol
These will include sessions on
Glass, Rayburn Pickering, Mike
livestock, dairying, soils and
Ladd, Buddy Phelps, Robert
Crider Homemakers
Thompson and Wayne Thompcrops, poultry, farm manageThe Crider Homemakers Club
son.
ment, banking, fruit growing,
and the rural community a n d met at 10 o'clock, Wednesday,
Dec. 15, at the home of Mrs.
church.
Cedar Bluff Homemakers
Farmers will hold joint ses- Virgil Coleman for the ChristCedar Bluff Homemakers met
sions at 11 o'clock Jan. 26 and mas meeting. There were 13 December 9 at the home of Mrs.
members
and
ttvo
visitors
presJan. 27 to hear C. T. O'Neill of
Aaron Cummins.
Charlottsville, Va., chairman of ent.
Mrs. Cummins called t h e
The
business
session
was
held
the Agricultural Commission of
meeting to order and presided
in
the
morning,
after
which the
the American Bankers Associaat the business meeting. The
tion, speak on saving the soil; lesson on "Making Slip Covers" scripture was read by Mrs. Anwas
given
by
Raymond
Mrs.
and Dr. 0. V. Wells, chief of
drew Ladd.
Phelps, assisted by Miss Wilma
the Bureau of
Agricultural
The major lesson, which was
Vandiver,
home
demonstration
The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
Economics, United States Dethe third one on Slip Covers,
agent.
After
the
lesson
the
group
partment of Agriculture, discuss
was given by Miss Wilma Van- Hopkinsville Road
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
the long-time outlook for agri- assembled in the dining room diver,
home
demonstration
Mrs. W. D. Armstrong was
for
a
pot
luck
lunch.
culture.
agent, who explained and dem- hostess to the Hopkinsville Road
In
the
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
afternoon
they
gathered
In addition to Mrs. Duvall,
onstrated to the group how to Homemakeirs at their regular
speakers at homemakers ses- around a Christmas tree in the line up centers and fit slip cov- Christmas Party December 13.
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
living
room
to
exchange
gifts
sions include Mrs. Helen Carlers. She also taught how to
Mrs. Armstrong, with Mrs. S.
and have a recreation period.
ton Smith of Washington, inmake mock French seams and J. Lowry as alternate, was seThose present included Mes
We pay all phone charges.
ternational authority; President
dames Clifton Clift, Ralph Grif- gave much other useful infor- lected as delegate to Farm and
H. L. Donovan and. Dean Thomfin, J. B. Hewlett, A. D. McEl- mation in regard to making slip Home Week, January 24 through
as P. Cooper of the University
28. Mrs. Lester Paris read the
roy, J. C. Meyers, Raymond covers.
of Kentucky, President RayAfter the lesson the club had Christmas story as told by Luke
Phelps, W. P. Spickard, Arlie
mond F. McLain of Transylvania
playing and gave Christmas quotations
Vinson, Charles Wilson, S. G. a Christmas party,
College, and Miss Mary Mims,
Christmas games and exchang- as the thought for the month.
Phone 898
Princeton, Ky.
Wigginton, Argel Nelson, John
Louisiana sociologist. Mrs. LouHolly and candles were used
Coleman and Virgil Coleman ing gifts.
ise Huston, New York stylist,
One new member joined the as a centerpiece for the buffet
and
Misses
Grace
Adamson,
will conduct a fashion revue.
luncheon which was served to
Nell Guess and Wilma Vandiver. club.
Anderson,
Those present were Mesdames Mesdames
Claude
The club adjourned to meet
in January with Mrs. Frank Virgil Nuckles, Herbert Wil- Nuckols, Don B. Boitnott, J. F.
liams, Hewlett Ladd, Herman Graham, Harry Johnson, BerWilson.
Darnell, Elbert Joyce, Will Pike, nard Jones, Hugh Murphy, and
Nathan Bates, Tully Choice, Tula B. L. Paris, Miss Wilma VandiLebanon
Goodwin, Andrew Ladd and ver and Mrs. Armstrong.
Santa Claus visited the Lebanon Homemakers Friday night,
Dec. 10, at their annual Christmas party at the home of Mrs.
Virgil Phelps. Upon his arrival
he found a decorated tree and
presents for all.
Mrs. Howard Pickering, recreation leader, had charge of
recreation perio d. Christmas
carols were sung and all joined
in the game, "Santa's Reindeer",
and a jigsaw puzzle contest,
with Mrs. Vernon Taylor and
Mrs. !Maurice Glass being the
prize winners in the contest.
Refreshments were served to
Mesdames T. A. Ladd, Howard
Pickering, Tillie Pickering, Roger Pickering, Glenn Owen, Vernon Taylor, Pollard Thompson,
M. C. Cartwright, Tom Phelps,
Virgil Phelps, George Markoff,
Cash Gray, Clay Scott, James
McGregor and Maurice Glass,
:Miss Wilma Vandiver and Wayne McGregor, Leroy McGregor,
Sue Pickering, Betty Gray, Ger• Dishamatic alone heats tap
trude Thompson, Johnnie Pick-

Homemaker News

Dead Stock
WANTED

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

washes with hotter
water than any
other dishwasher!

Service

Guaranteed

PRINCETON
LUMBER CO.
S

Seminary St
Phone 260
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WHOPE TO SERVE

•
0

YOU AS OF YORE,
THROUGHOUT
EA
THAT LOOMS BEFORE/

et/

T?yali since this 49. Buick,made
May Warn of Disordered
Kidney Action

Then shuts off—all auto-

Modern life with Its hurry and worry,
irregulat habits, Improper eating and
drinking—Its risk of exposure and infection --throws heavy •train on the work
of the kidneys. They are apt to herons*
over-taxed and tail to Alter excreta acid
and other Impurities from the life-giving
blood.
You may awl!, nagging backache.
headache, dizziness, getting up nights,
leg pains, swelling— feel constantly
tired, nervous, all worn out. Other signs
of kidney or bladder di•order are sometimea burning, scanty or too frequent
urination.
Try Dose's PiUs. Dossie help the
kidneys to pa. off harmful excuse body
waste. They have had more than hall a
century gf public approval. Are neon,
mended ty grateful users everywhere.
Ask your neighbor/

matically!
The Pishsonstie —
Thaagned to At ne
modern kitchen..

• FULLY AUTOMATIC—you set the dial but once—and
walk away! Dishamatic doea the rest!

• BUILT-IN WATER HEATER boosts even cold tap water
to 170%180° F. Only this really hot water can
cut grease, loosen hardened food.

1'
4 its bow, we've been telling
you it's a buy.
We've invited you to match it—
feature by feature and dollar for
dollar—with anything else offered
to you. You can start with the
delivered prices shown here.
But don't stop with that. Check
the policy under which Buicks
are sold—and see for yourself
that Buick means a better deal
as well as a better buy!

• WATER-SCRUBS EVERYTHING in this scalding torrent
High-pressure cleaning farce washes all tableware hygienically clean!

• CRADLES DISHES, SILVERWARE, all tableware for family of six in stationary rack. Nothing moves but
the water!

1. NO PRICE PADDING! We guarantee our prices to contain

• NEAT RISE IN TUB IS GRADUAL --can't hurt the most

Insurance

• HANDS NEVER TOUCH DISHWATER! No unsanitary tow-

You can't get it by wire

nothing but charges that were
standard practice in figuring
prewar delivered prices. You
receive an itemized bill of

delicate dinnerware!

els—Dishamatic mechanically dries everything
—vaporizes moisture, fans it away!

• NO MESS TO CLEAN-UP— Dishamatic cleans itself,
then shuts off. No drain-screens to clean. Leave
dishes in rack, if desired!

TILE YOUR KITCHEN FOR
$36.00
For this amount you can cover the floor of an average sized
10x12 kitchen (price includes labor and materials) with au
beautiful KENTILE.

• REMONSTRATIONS NOW! To get the most out of life,
and the most out of a dishwasher--see the beauties of a DISHAMATIC today!
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_ -nat. supper.
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Dudley
Cobb,Mr
Louis,. a nivi
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liopkinsvillM
e,rsBha7
their mother, Mrs.
during her illness
' James Dillingh.
Breckinridge, has
Mr. Reuben Dilli

showroom.
2. NO "LOADING" OF UNWANTED ACCESSORIES. All
curs are delivered with acces-

sories as ordered. We pledge
ourselves to add no "extras"
you do not want.
3. NO COMPULSORY TRADE-INS.

is &direly in idelistering
to bona fide customers.

Cars

In other words—you know ex
actly where you stand when you

buy a Buick. What you get—what
you pay—all the details of the
deal open and aboveboard.
So we repeat: Check the price.
Check the policy. Buick's the buy
any way you want to look at it

Selling used cars is part of our
business. Naturally we like to
take cars in trade. But you do
not have to sell your car to
us! We will take your order,
and deliver your car, without
requirinf a car in trade!
4. NO COLLUSION WITH ',GRAY
MARKETEERS." We will not

knowingly be party to a sale
of Buick cars to any individual who operates in the
"gray market." Our interest

'Nell° Storms a
era, of Camp Br'
been visiting thei
Mr. and Mrs.'
family visited •
Christmas Day.
Mr. and Mrs.
sons, Royce and
Mrs. Clint Ladd
Day with their .
Mrs. Ave Ladd at
Mrs. Felix .
Mrs. Cooledge

roDAI'S
DELIVERED PRICES
INCLUDING RADIO,
UNDERSFAT

Want

Arnold Ligo

WINDSHIELD WASHER,
LIGHTS — AND
DTNAELOW

Con
JAMES U. Ti
Phone 893

DEFROSTER,
BACK-UP
DRIVE ON

ROADMASTER MODELS—ARE
LISTED IN
PANEL BELOW
AT LEFT.
Stole and city
loess, if any,
•stro Dynallos
Dare °Moon&
at •stra tort on
SUPER models
Whits sidswoll
tires optional at
oil models All
enlro Cosi on
prices subpect to
change .A00
notice
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PANEL ABOVE AT RIGHT)

Where the Golden Rule
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4-Door Sedan

2-Door Sedanet $2410.30 56C
4-Door Sedan .12510.30 59

Convertible
Estate Wagon

PrIssaIss.

better autionrobiks
an.Imilt

$2942.30
$3547.30
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ROADMASTER SERIES
76ti
'1

2-Door Sedanet. $2976.30
4-Door Sedan .. 3097.30

76C
79

Convertible
Estate Wagon
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Phone 54
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5218930

SUPER SERIES
565
51

B. N. LUSBY

Mrs. Denzil F

KENTILE is an asphalt floor covering that is made in hi
squares and comes in 22 beautiful colors. It will last indefinitely. Call us for a free estimate.

I After your home's on fire.
Get It Here
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Miss Nola Wilson
to the sudden change in
ather there wasn't a very
crowd at church Christa but quite a lot of preand fruits and candy was
. The pastor was absent,
bad weather,
e weather man gave us
beautif ul scenery
for
ins Day, after the dark
fore, also Sunday was
ul.
y e r meeting Wednesday
was well attended.
condition of Mrs. Betty
seems to be no better.
Annie Rogers happened
inful accident by falling
days ago. She was attenDr. G. E. Hatcher and is
better.
25 Mr. and Mis. Lucien
entertained with a dinhose present were Rcts.
Rogers, Earl Vinson and
Storms, it Camp Breck; Mr. and Mrs. Waylon WRECKED PLANE ON GREENLAND ICECAP-This is an airview of the C-47 plane which cr
and baby, Nancy; Mr. icecap, stranding its crew of seven men. Crude igloos and shelters (at right) built by the men kee
rs. Carl Rogers
an d an-hour winds. Four other men, who attempted the rescue of the crow of the C-47, are now also stradte days ago
on
hers, Irene and Glenda cue planes crashed landed in the same vicinity. The square patch at right is the canvas roof to one of nig/ the sub the Greenland
-zero 100-mile1Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Rog- Army planes have been dropping supplies to the stranded men until they can be rescued. (AP Wirephoto)
icecap after
'their res✓ and Mrs. Ralph Rogers:
ug into the ice.
d Mrs. Bryant Oliver; Mr.
Lower Feeds May
rs. Denzil Fuller and chilAid Flock Owners
Linda, Wanda and Gary; FIRST C I I FUSTIAN
Demand for poultry and eggs
d Mrs. Felix Mitchell; Mr.
Tom W. Collins, Pastor
is
likely to remain strong durrs. Press Lilly; Elliott
Along with our best wishes
Garnett Oliver, .Ionamost of 1949, but prices are
for a Happy New Year we ing
McCormick, C. B. Rogers.
expected to average somewhat
afternoon Mr. and Mrs. would suggest that a resolution
lower than in 1948, says the outle Rogers and children, to be faithful in attendance at
report of the College of
and Ronnie; J. E. Cortner some church each Lord's Day look
be made as a guarantee to help Agriculture and Home Economollis Oden.
ics, University of Kentucky.
. 23rd Mrs. Zora Wilson, this wish come true.
Profits to poultry-keepers, how'
We
as
pledge
a
church
ourd Mrs. Clint Ladd enterever, will probably equal those
with a beautiful and selves anew to the support of
of 1948, due to lower feed prices.
dul supper served buffet every Christian effort to enIf the poultry industry exon a long candle lighted rich the lives of all we are perpands, as is expected, there will
Those present were Mr. mitted to contact both at home
be larger production of eggs in
Mrs. Claud Lindsey, Mrs. and abroad.
late 1949 and in 1950, the report
seek
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all
a
welcome
who
Rogers and daughter,
states. Egg prices probably will
an; Mr. and Mrs. Fred place to worship and serve.
hold up during the first half of
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the year, and then drop some in
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While the consumption of
Mrs. Rufus Overbey; Mr. William E. Cunningham. pastoi
eggs may be about the same as
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School
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Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. in 1948, it is estimated consumpters, Virginia and Mary
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7:00
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7:00 p.m.
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Denzil Fuller and children.
Mr. and Mr. Clint Ladd, Mr.:.
Morning Worship, 11 am.
, Wanda and Gary; Mr. and Zora Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Claud
Garland Hart and baby. Ma- Storms were supper guests Of
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Mitchell; Mr. and Mrs. Claud Lindsey at FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor.
and Mrs. Aaron Rogers; Mr. Providence Saturday night.
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Livestock Market Report

UK Professor Honored
A total of 605
head of liveProf. John Kuiper, head
stock went through
of
the Princethe University of
ton livestock
Kentucky Demarket this week,
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was steady partment of Philosophy, has
with last week,
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At the turn of
the 20th Century, ice-hockey was
so popular
in England it
was considered a
national past-time.

ARE AGAIN READY TO RECEIVE YOUR
BURLEY

Farmers, bring your Burley to us for highest
prices and courteous treatment.

Our Floors are well lighted to give you best results

in detivosifimag„
e customers.
s -you know e1
ii stand when You
-what
. hat you get
the
be details of
aboveboard.
aseck the Price.

y. Buick's the hey

it.
ant to look al

AD/O, HNEIRUAT HEAVES.
WINDSHIELD NEE1/11,
111 - AND

DYNAHOIV

canns.amtaGilmox Rog,
of Camp Breckinridge, have
visiting their relatives here.
r. and Mrs. Berry Arvin and
ily visited Mrs Amanthac
ristmas Day.
r. and Mrs. Leslie Ladd and
s, Royce and Billie, Mr. and
s. Clint Ladd spent Christmas
y with their parents, Mr. and
rs. Ave Ladd at Princeton.
Mrs. Felix Mitchell visited
t
I
e

Now that Old Man 1948 is leaving us
and New Year is reigning-in for his
12-month visit . . . we think it's about
time we told you how much we've enjoyed your patronage during the past
year ... and how we hope our friendship will continue just as pleasantly during 1949.
Time too, for us to wish you and yours
... the Happiest, Healthiest, most Prosperous NEW YEAR, Ever!

IIVILLYS-OVERIANDIA GREAT/INES OF WORK VEHICLES
... Have made Willys-Overland one of the 5 Largest Producers of Commercial Vehicles

Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Princeton. KY.
one 693

ADAM MI NOVELS-a
IL MOW At till

2- AND 4-WHEEL-DRIVE
PLATFORM-STAKE TRUCK

Ri•s, if onv, cars Orno.r•
SUPER neoak
tontrn ros,
w t nplrorto of •stro rod oo
400
,
.
•• wity•ct 10 thong.

4-WHEEL-DRIVE 'JEEP' TRUCKS answer truck buyers' need for
a medium-duty trial with the all-wheel traction necessary for
off-road duty, for steep grades and for hauling in mud, sand

THE UNIVERSAL 'JEEP' is America's most versatile vehicle for
industry and farms, serving as tractor, mobile power unit and
for tough hauling and towing jobs. This sturdy, 4-wheel-drive

and snow. This 5300-lb. GVW truck, first in its class with
4-wheel-drive, is one of America's most wanted trucks.

jobs throughout the world.

2-WHEEL-DRIVE 'JEEP' TRUCKS, designed for low weight and
powered by the jeep' Engine, save money on every operating
expense-fuel, tires, upkeep and maintenance. Pick-up and
platform-stake bodies-4700-5300 lbs. GVW.

exclusively yours
(Incorporated)

work-horse has proved its usefulness on an endless variety of

THE 'JEEP' PANEL DELIVERY offers retailers it smart truck of
normal load capacity-outstanding in its geld for low weight,
top operating economy. short turning radius, ease of parking
and sturdy construction for long service.

BLACKBURN MOTOR SALES

=L
ir
iendship News
pag,tly Mrs. W. M. Cal twright
.. "re this letter comes to print
was,.
Old Father Time will be closing
his books on the old year of '48
with all its joys and sorrows and
a new year will be ushered in.
We 'wish for all our friends a
lifers), Christmas and may happiness attend you throughout
the coming year. Let Jesus lead
you, He knows the way.
Mrs. Howard DeBoe, who has
been sick for the past several
days, is very much improved.
Attorney Chas. Pepper and
Policeman Aaron Dillingham, the
law and order men of Princeton,
enjoyed a bird hunt in this part
of the country last week.
Mrs. Hugh Robinson was Xmas
shopping in Princeton last week.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Wood and
Mr. and Mrs. Herb Woolf of
Princeton were Sunday afternoon gueSts of CMrs. W. M. Cartwright.
Deputy Sheriff Lonnie Croft

i

CALL
MARK

at

CUNNINGHAM, Agt

Complete

Insurance

Service

111 W. Market St.

Thursday, Decembei
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Lyon county fax ITIerS cooperating with County Agent Warren H. Garciner in demonstrating the value of phenothiazine
in controlling worms in sheep
reported the following results.
A. M. Bennett, 38 ewes, 40
lambs saved, $35.15 income a
ewe. J. W. Morris, 50 ewes, 82
lambs saved, $28.69 Income a
ewe. Rey Gresham and Son, 30
ewes, 34 lambs saved, $27.38 income a ewe. Luke McCarty and
Son, 43 ewes, 43 lambs saved,
$26.93 'income a ewe.
was here recently checking up
Princeton last week.
The many friends in this comgrieved to learn of
munity of Webb Pruett were
grieved to learn of his death in
a Chicago hospital last week.
Uncle John Rodgers has been
quite sick at the home of his
nephew, Carl Rodgers, for the
past few weeks.
Walter Dillingham and family, who have been residing on
Dawson Highway, are moving
this week to the farm of Aaron
Dillingham.
Our roads in this community
are standing badly in need of
repairs which we hope will be
looked after before freezing and
thawing begin.
Reuben Dillingham and family recently visited Neil Mcln-

The jot, cif providing Americans with their current diets re-

ran.
By exchanging the old certificate before entering training,
veterans will enable VA to dispose of these actions well in4c1Vance and make possible more
prompt and accurate service after training starts.
The new certificates will show
each veteran the amount of
training time to which he is en entitled and will include claim
numbers to assure speedy identification. The new certificate)
will be accepted by schools
VA without question, svOreas
the old certificates are not acceptable until veva; J•

Worm Control Helps
To Make Sheep Pay

. ;norIe than 300
Thi re are
known species of rhododendron,
most bf them natives of mountainous regions of the world.
Is. ,
In many places, species of ihu.
barb are cultivated as shrubs for
their handsome foliage, instead
of si food or medicine.

World War 11 veterans holding unused certificates of eligibility for G. I. Bill education or
training issued before September 1, 1948, and who are planning to
training for the
first time after January
should exchange them immediately for a new type certificate.
The certificates may be exchanged in person or by mail
74 no reduction in '
at any VA office.
After January 1, the extent of subsistence payments for stuesthhroaotl aodrnaeyofficialsroeuct ssf
eransitnhiw
mtitlement for training of any dent
during
4
veteran enrolling with an old
certificate must, under new Veterans Adm
VA registration policies, be ver-/ in Columbus, Ohio, said today.
Student veterans will continue
'tied by VA before tuition and
-ubsistence payments may be to receive the full subsistence almade. In verifying entitlement, lowance to which they are entiVA must assign each enrollee a tled. The time they are on holilaim number and set up the ini- day vacation will be deducted
tial index record for the vet- from their period of eligibilityy,

pe,

HER F
at een
ree-year-old
U tz exam nes
with solemn fascination a gaily decorated Christmas tree in her
home in Milwaukee, Wis., the first one she has even seen. Kathleen was born blind with cataracts on both eyes. Surgery recently
restored her sight. (AP Wirephoto)
tosh and family.
Women Report Many
Mrs. Iva Hayes has gone for
Kitchens
Improved
an extended visit to relatives
Housekeeping will be considin California.
erably easier for many Christian
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Cook county homemakers in 1949,
were Christmas shopping in judging from reports made to
Miss Mary Ellen Murray, home
agent. Twenty-six housewives
will enjoy new kitchens built
the past year, while 111 women
will find their kitchens more
convenient because of remodeling or equipment rearranged to
save steps. Twice as many
pieces of electrical equipment
were bought in 1948 as the year
before. They included 38 refrigerators and 25 home freezers.
Other rooms in the home were
not neglected by the homemakers, for they refinished 239 pieces ot furniture.

Notice,

quites the facilities of more than
50,000 food processors.

How To Relieve

Bronchitis
Cremoulsiosi relieves promptly because
it goes right to the sear of the trouble
to help loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe arid
t.1, raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
mucous membranecTell your druggist
to sell you • botde of Creonaulsion
with the understanding you must like
the way it quickly allays the cough
or you are to have your money back.

Club Schedule

About .se yexts ago
household goods of Mrs. Su
Margaret Garrett

were. d

ry

4, 8:30 a.m., Su

posed of due to the fact
was moving away.

owl 4, 1:30 p.m., Cobb.
nuary 4, 1:30 p.m., Fri

One of the family is anal
to find the person who bou
the dining room table.

wary 5, 1:30 p.m., Lib
uary 5, 2:15 p.m., Hall.
Quinn.
unrY 5, 3 P.m.,
uary 8, 8:30 a.m., B

If anyone

has knowled
concerning the table, pie
rail

r.
uary 6, 9:30 sin., Farm

uary 8, 1 p.rn , Crider.

Miss Perle
Hawthorne

CREOMULSION
for Coughs,Chest Colds,Bronchitis

4110NE 545

5 RING CIRCUS OF
SENSATIONAL VALUES!

Recipe Of The Week

We don't know of a better time than the New Year
recognition to our many friends who, through their consid
and patronage, have made it possible for us to enjoy a ye
cessful year.
We do not measure success in a materiril way entirei
from the standpoint of friendships maintained, new acqual
made and service rendered to the many people whom w
had the privilege of serving during the past twelve month
whom we hope to keep as our friends during the coming yea
We have set our goal to serve you more efficiently
future and we trust that our efforts will meet with your app

A tasty dessert in the school
lunch box, such as oatmeal molasses cookies, peps up a meal
which is too often uninteresting. In this recipe from the College of Agriculture and Home
Economics, University of Kentucky, eatrneal and molasses are!
used, giving extra flavor and
food value.
Oatmeal Molasses Cookies
1 cup sifted flour
Vs teaspoon soda
11
/
2 teaspoon baking powder
/
3
4 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon ginger
1 teaspoon cinnamon
/
1
2 teaspoon nutmeg
2 cops uncooked quick-cooking
oatmeal
ti cup shortening
/
1
2 cup sugar
/
1
2 cup molasses
1 egg
lteaspoon vanilla
2 tablespoons milk
/
1
2 cup raisins
'
,,
•2 cup chopped nuts
Sift together all dry ingredients except oatmeal and sugar, then add oatmeal. Cream together the shortening and sugar, add molasses, beaten egg,
vanilla and milk. Gradually
stir in dry ingredients. Add raisins and nuts. Drop from teaspoon onto lightly greased cookie tins. Bake 12 minutes in moderately hot oven, 375 degrees.
Makes 4 dozen. Keep in tightly
covered jar.
Lunch box menu: Meat sand
wich, peanut butter and jelly
sandwich, carrot sticks, oatmealmolasses cookies, hot cocoa, ap
pie.

Nation-Wide
Muslin Sheets
$2.19
$2.49

Opportunity
Muslin Sheets
$1.98

31" x 99"
51" a 108"
A famous Penney sheet value! For many years Nation-Wide's
sturdy loug-wearing quality has made It a favorite with housewives aU over the country. And its price is just right for
thrifty budgets! Other sixes, too.

81"• 99"
Opportunity is an outstanding Penney sheet value—remark
tbly low peced in time for this January event. Sturdy muslin.
woven for years of service! Other sizes available, too. Bay now
—and save at Penney's new low price.

Cotton Blankets
Single cotton sheet
blanket
for
extra
warmth this winter! In
pastel plaids — rose,
blue, green or cedar.
70" x 30".
COTTON PLAID PAIR

•

Chenille Bedspreads
You save on these
double or twin size
spreads! Richly -tufted
for beauty and wear.
White grounds accented with a colorful
floral design.

CUT OUT thts ad a
you a HOTPOINT I

Big Flour Squares!
Perfect quality, white
squares for the home,
factory, farm or office.
Large 33" a 31" she—
hemmed, Save on this
thrifty value at Pen ney's new price!

Fad

Nam that is marked ready-toeat only nieds to Itisz-itesittia,
it is to be served hot. Or it may
be sliced and served cold.

First Sale
On Opening Date of

DARK FIRED TOBACCO MARKET

One of Penney's famous percales—In smart new patterns!
Bright sun-loving colors accent the novelty stripe, geometric,
floral, or polka dot prints! Washable. 36" wide. A wonderful
value at Penney's new low price!

Lace Net Panels
Location: On Route 68—ideal for you... close to both banks.
in shopping district—only three short blocks to pool headquarters.

BE SURE YOUR TOBACCO IS IN GOOD
es
KEEPING ORDER

Brand new patterns!
Floral borders or tulip
figures—both atop a
lace weave ground.
They're winners! Generous 54" a Ni" she.
Eggshell.

Imagine—for only one thrifty dollar you get two Large 22" 1
44" terry towels! Sturdy long loops soak up water--dry in 2
Jiffy. In gay red, blue, gold or green plaids to brighten your
bathroom. Stock up now at this new low price'

80 Sq. Percales
Look at this new low
price—it means thrifty sewing ahead! Fine
quality cotton prints
In geometries, plaids,
floral& 36".

woven
Sanforized
chambray — tops in
quality—patterned for
wing and summer
cotton fashions! In soft
colored solids, or pas
tel stripes. 35,36".

STORE CLOSED ALL DAY SATURDAY, JAN. 1

a , December 30, 1948
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Fulton Dairying Grows

Club Schedule

a.m., Eastside
uary 3, 830
Eastalde
y 3, 9 a.m.;

Julio B. Wstts, farm agent,
says there is Increasing interest
in dairying in Fulton count y,
where 12 grade-A dairy barns
were built in 1048. Five of
them were in the western part
of the county, where there had
been little dairying before. Four
farmers have bought equipment
to set up 40 to 50-cow dairies.

Gn4 M
gs

Here are NO
up egg estions for
stepping
Butler
ry 4, 8:30 a.m.,
fered by Dr. W. ctlon, ofhead of the poultr
0, Jr.,
Cobb.
uary 4, 1:30 p.m.,
the College of Agric
n in
Friendp.m.,
1:30
tory 4,
Home Economics, Univ and
Kentucky.
of
Liberty.
uary 5, 1:30 p.m.,
Keep plenty of mash and
January 8, 2 p.m., Fredonia
Hall.
p.m.,
2:15
5,
uary
before the pullets. They will
'union
Quinn.
uary 5, 3 p.m.,
more grain than mash in c
6,
January
Butler
2:30
p.m.,
a.m.,
Fredonia
8:30
uary 8,
weather,
3enior.
r.
Supply plenty of clean, fresh
January 6, 3:30 p.m., Flat Rock.
Farmersa.M.,
9:30
usrY 6,
water. It should be slightly
January 7, 1 p.m., White.
January 7, 2 p.m., Lewistown. warmed in cold weather, Espec6, 1 p.m., Crider
ially in cold weather, warm water will help to hold up egg
Hotpoint
Ev•rybody's Pointing to
production.
A wet mash or pellets fed in
early afternoon will stimulate
feed consumption and help keep
up body weight and egg. production.
If electric lights are used, they
should be turned on so the pullets will have 13 or 14 hours of
light. This means turning lights
on at 3:30 or 4 a.m., using a 40wat bulb for each 10 feet roost
space.
'SEE WHAT SANTA BMW
Extra care for the flock will
in the jungle was never
like this for Joan and Tommy
pay b i g dividends in increasanzee, two youngsters marking their first Christmas at the
ing egg production throughout
St.
Petersburg. Fla. Joan uses the del Wild Animal Ranch id
,the winter months, Dr. Insk3
candy cane while Tommy gets right eminine approach to her
said.
point while he cuddles
a clown doll. All of which proves you
ing to get a visit from St. Nick. (AP Wir have to have a stocko)
Eddyville

SEE
HOW

HOTPOINT
DISPOSAL"
Gets Rid Of
Food Scraps

Road

Eddyville Road Homemakers
met at. 10 o'clock in the home
of Mrs. J. M. Tichenor, December 17, for their Christmas meeting.
Mrs. Denny Cash, vice-presiEnds Garbage Problems Foreveil
dent, called the meeting to orTrouble,
Time,
Nuisance.
Saves
By Cris Kreeger
der. Mrs. Alvin Llsanby read
(AP Newsfeatures)
for devotional the Christmas
MAGIC, the new statist from the second chapter
New Orleans — New Orleans
I lotpoint Elect,ic Disposall* of Luke.
fans feel that the Sugfootball
shreds food scraps into pulp
Mrs. Chas. Hubbard gave a
and washes them down the report of advisory council meet- ar Bowl melee between the
MERE'S NOW 11
North Carolina Tar Heels and
drain. Garbage problems are ing held recently.
WORKS
Oklahoma Sooners will be the
sanitary,
appetizing
this
and
A
instantly
beautiful
solved
I. ton rorn..r• con.
covered dish luncheon was ser- best on the New Years Day
Yet covet one empty
odorless way.
•cr•ps into dr Ns
football program.
More,this amazing unit is ved to the, members and guests.
opening. It•plos•
But it would be still better,
s•otrol cov•r •nd
The meeting was called to orself-cleaning. It actuUlly
turn handl* to ON
p•sl Ion whon yett'to
der again in the afternoon. The more ardent home town rooters
you
drain—saves
the
scours
roadie
insist, if their own Tulane
time and work—costs less major project. the third lesson Greenies were playing.
2. Soo turn on cold
wed*, which outowas
demonstrated
slipcovers,
on
than 10c a month to operate
nsohcolty stock as.
"The Sugar Bowl will Come
by Mrs. Lisllon Sc,. s •,•
Ask for • demonstration! and ably discussed
up
with the greatest game," says
skr•dd•d, woshod
recreational
Beck,
Miss
man.
sway
leader, had an interesting pro- Sports Editor Bill Keefe of the
what
gram consisting of contests and Times-Picayune,, reflecting
Now'Amazingly Low in Cost!
How th• Oisp•soll
singing of Christmas carols. Last appears to be the street-corner
looks ond performs
only game that
was the drawing of numbers for consensus. "The
Arrows show how
it would
have
topped
would
r•Ius• Is carried
the
from
packages
attractive
down drain.
(have bern a Tulane-Tar Heel
Christmas basket.
Present were Mrs. J. H. Hol- pick."
Harry Mantinez of the New
lingsworth, Mrs. Denny Cash,
States similarly obOrleans
Mrs.
Freeman,
•logy fe 11100111n Your Present
Dewey
Mrs.
don't know of two
serves:
"We
Sink
Charles
Mrs.
Drew Hubbard,
better qualified" than the
•tow Dawn Feyness/
Hubbard, Mrs. G. W. Griffin, teams
Sooners and Tar Heels, but "Tu• Convenient Twins
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, Mrs. L. C.
lane was as well qualified to
DISPOSALV
Lisman, Mrs. Arch Martin, Mrs.
1J-2. Pot Off.
—
HobC.'
K.
Mrs.
Tichenor,
, J M.
UT ()UT Um ad and bring it in to our store. We will give
good, Miss Helen Beck, Mrs. Wil'sit a HOTPOINT Ili,posal Pencil Sharpner FREE!
liams and Miss Vandiver.
The club adjourned to meet
in the home of Mrs. C harles
Hubbard January 14, 1949, at

LIKE

PHONE 38

MARKET ST

State Corn Yield
Sets New Record

Makes Pasture From
Bush And Weed Land

Clovernnient estimates indicate
that Kentucky's 1948 corn crop
may average 41 bushels an acre,
a new record for yields in this
state.
The government also estimates
that 81.5 percent of Kentucky's
commercial corn crop was planted with hybrid seed, which in
part accounts for the high average yleld.

Iroin a poor pasture grown up
in bushes and weeds to a good
one in eight months time, grazing 30 beef cows and calves in
November, is the history of a 0The acreage planted to hybrid
corn and yields an acre have
moved up gradually since the
Agricultural Experiment Station
at Lexington first recommended
hybrid varieties.

Yet if anyone is going to stay
away from the game because
Tulane isn't in it, he hasn't
made his intentions generally
known.
There's the attraotion of
watching a contest between two
entirely different systems, Carolina's traditional single wing
and Oklahoma's curious, split T.
There's eagerness to see what
Carolina's All-America Charlie
Justice can do against the tremendous .line led by All-America Guard Paul (Buddy) Burris.
If Justice puts on a show, the
fans no doubt Will forgive him
for saying he'd "rather stay
home," as he was quoted when
asked how he felt about coming
to the Sugar Bowl again.
After all, his visit two years
I ago: wasn't very pleasant. Not
only did Georgia beat the Tar
Heels 20-10, but an overshifted
Bulldog line pinned Justice
down to 31 net yards for 17

acre field owned by Leon
Grigsby of SWIM county. Farm
Agent If. E. Bothwell reported
that Mr. Grigsby cleared off the
undergrowth in March and disked the field, seeding it with a
mixture of redtop, brome grass,
Ky. 31 fescue and lespedeza. lie
applied 300 pounds of superphosphate to the acre. The field was
mowed three times to keep bushes and weeds down, and was
pastured lightly during the sum
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running Plays,

play in the Sugar Bo
any."
Lloyd Glaudi of the
Orleans Item looks at the
er
more philosophically. He
Tul
that
regret
pressed
hadn't been invited, but poin
out that the Sugar Bowl committee had to consider the strategic situation.
North Carolina and Oklahoma were far higher than Tulane
in the national rankings, he
notes; and also there was Georgia which won the Southwestern
Conference title while Tulane
finished third.
He calls the Sugar Bowl match
"the nation's No. 1 attraction."
North Carolina ranked No. 3
and Oklahoma No. 5 in the season's final poll of sports writers
by The Associated Press. Tulane was 13th.
But the Tulane backers maintain the Greenies finished 'the
season by slamming Louisiana
State 46-0 and could have butted
heads with anyone.

Here's Cash for You
For Winter Clothes
Protect Your Health
From Head to Toes
BLEtatecoi

Added Enjoyment!
"HOLLYWOOD IS WONDERFUL"
Color By Technicolor
SAT., JAN. I
OPEN 111 A. M

NEW YEAR'S DAY

Proper clothing essential to
good health. If y , need exfro cash to buy "Sr clothing, s..e us today.

nteMtatt
FINANCE CORPORATION OF K.
MCf,./01• 1 1D

110 W. Market, Princeton
George Woodruff, Mgr.

Ph., 470

peer THE NEW gERR #vt-t-/

1:30 p.m.

Added Units!
Comedy—"The Magician"
7—"Frank & Jesse James"

SUN. & MON., JAN. 2-3
OUT DAY FOR LAUGHTER!
•••for rtmencs...for you/

TYRONE

ANNE

BAXTER

ATTENTION
DARK TOBACCO GROWERS

wits LEE J. COBB
CEOL KELLAWAY
lab CssawNso "sows

C'mon and SEE . . . C'mon and HEAR . . . One of
the Greatest of Musical Shows in Screen History!

Hopkinsville Dark Tobacco Market Will Open

PLUS!... COLOR COMIC an/J PARAAJOrNT NEWS

Tuesday,January4
With two auctioneers and two sets of buyers representing all the
Dark Fired buying interests.

TUES. & WED., JAN. 4-5
THE STORY OF LOVE... AND GOSSIP
IN A SMALL TOWN?

It's Our
Biggest and Best
New Year's Eve
Show!

WILDE • DARNELL • BAXTER • DOUGLAS

There are 5 well lighted warehouses in HOPKINSVILLE built to display

your

tobacco to its best advantage.

treatment
Sell your tobacco where strong competition, courteous
and highest prices prevail.
your
Listen every day Monday through Friday, WHOP at 11:55 for

THE WALLS
}JERICHO

'EAR
Positively
Will Not Be Shown
At Any Other
Time!

ANN DVORAK
Isayrra SAMOSAS Near,MU Calor TO1111511111
IIARINITT. anon RAC,
earl. IteirlANI

ADDED!.

TYRONE

tobacco news.

Farmers Loose Floor

Moss-Heltsley-Frankel

C. W.Young & Co.

Tandy Warehouse Co.

Hancock-Cooper-Harton
E. D. MOSELEY
Hopkinsville Dark lob. Board Trade
P. 0. Box No. 1
Hopkinsville, Ky.

THUR. & FRI., JAN. 6-7

ALICE

POWER • FAYE
Don AMECHE
A Grand Show
To Welcome A
Grand New Year!
Set Ufa A Party
And Join The
Happy Crowds!

M-G-M PASSING PARADE and COMF:111

'V;POP

AND A MIGHTY
CAST

a

PLI"

It's
Coming
January
13-14

1 AIINITZ

rnst4csa

MELCHIOR

GIFFORD

"FISHERMAN'S NIGHTMARE"

and NEWS

WON

MidIC

MI

NM
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101•1144CII • ARDIFIVS • WRIGHT •MATO
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January
13-14
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THE PRINCETON LEADER. PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

seat about 50,000 persons and
be available for football and
'other big sports events, as well
as serving the fair. Members of
the State Building Commission
described the plan for the exhibition building along the same
lines. It is intended to be the
Stadium To Seat 50,000 "biggest building for indoor entertainment in the state."
And Big Exhibition
The annual Kentucky horae
Building Included
show and livestock exhibitions
In Plans
not only could accommodate
tHi A s•OCIA,Tito PACSS I
many more spectators under the
Louisville—Kentucky moved a new program, but there could ba
step closer this week toward ac- permanent exhibits of Kentucquiring a new State Fairgrounds ky's industrinl resources. Topfor year 'round use.
ranking basketball games might
A condemnation suit was filed be held there during the winter.
in Jefferson circuit court to take
The site selected for the new
over 19 acres of what is design- fairgrounds is on Preston highed as eventually a 367-acre site. way near Standiford field. Lt.
The grounds will serve for the Gov. Lawrence Wetherby said
annual fair and plans call for a 10 or 11 small tracts already
huge sports stadium and an ex- have been acquired through priFOUND UNCONSCIOUS— Sumhibition building.
vate negotiations, and that if
Explaining the purpose of the necessary othvr condemnation ner Welles, former Undersecremove, Gov. Earle
Clements suits will be filed to get the full tary of State, (above) is in sersaid: "Our idea is that instead area desired. There are 31 tracts ious condition in a Washington,
of a property for use in one week in all to be purchased.
D. C. hospital after being found
of the year, it be as year 'round
The building commission sub- in the show suffering from exuseful as possible."
committee, empowered to ac- posure early Sunday. (Dec. 26)
The proposed stadium would quire the land, is composed ..saf He was found by a neighbor
about 25 feet off a road near his
suburban home outside the capital. (AP Wirephoto)

State Moves For
New Fairgrounds
Near 1 ouisville

Ducks And Geese
Visiting State
But Wecither Conditions
Have Not Been Good
For Hunters

CI

fled Ads

our busisee R. B. Cummins, 508 N.
We need your
rber Shop.
Jefferson. Phone 806-J.
ltp
ness. Sh , Luther Glass,
AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
Luther
d Stanley Sharp.
glees cut and installed in all
A. P.
eauty Shop. Eva
cars. Williams Texaco Service
Station, Corner Plum & main.
Mix' and Mildred White.
Phone 557,
tfc
4tp

Reports from hunters and conservation officers received by
ASE: Good restaurant
Mess, already established.
the Kentucky Division of Game
ill sell fixtures and lease loand Fish indicate more ducks .
cation to right person. Phone
and geese are visiting KentuclIe
284.
ky this season than in many re- ki
cent years. From the flyway
PIANOS — RADIOS—ORGANS
areas in the western part of the
— SOLOVOX. Top quality,
State, along the Ohio and Misbottom price. DYE PIANO CO.,
sissippi rivers, come reports that
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, KY.
many ducks and geese are being
52tp
Ph. 652-M.
bagged.
9.4 cu. ft. Coldspot Refrigerator
Weather conditions have not
reduced $30, now $224.95. 20
been good for duck hunting and
NATIONWIDE
Inch gas'rangette reduced to
the hunters' take is being cut
OBJECT e-year-old
VIcka
$69.95. Ten percent off on All
down. So far, hunters report,
State Fraction Grip Tires. 9-4
waterfowl are flying high, but HUNT —
Harrisburg, Pa.,
unbleached sheeting, 51c yd.
with colder weather they are Jeanne S
being sought beexpected to fly within shooting shown abet' g, and Tacoma,
Sears Qrder Office. Phone 790.
distance. Severe cold weather twecn Hat isappearing with
• ltc
will force both ducks and geese Wash., a urn the home of her
PIANOS: $200.00 trade-in allowto continue their journey south- her mo
. The mother is
ance for your old piano on a
grand Rh kidnaping
ward.
since she
new piano. Dye Piano Co.,
Dale Hollow Lake offers cha
all claim to the child
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville
good hunting for ducks while
she put her up for adopt61x
Ky.
large numbers of ducks are re(AP Wirephoto)
ported
along the Ohio and Ken
Clements, Wetherby and AttorKennedy and Stallins — Electtucky rivers and smaller strea
ney General A. E. Funk.
rical contractors: REA wiring
The S4te Fir Board has leas, in other sections of the eta
a specialty. Work guaranteed.
ed to J. Fred Miles, Louisville, large percentage of the
tic
Phone 3654 or 541-W.
part of the present fairgrounds visiting Kentucky are
very
ds
FOR SALE: Honey,' guaranteed
in the western part of Louisville while some of practice dosuy
100% pure — strained or in
for a trotting race track. The species have been sgtet
entucky Will Select Highways
the comb. L. W. Guess, Crider,
lease is now before the State Canadian geese are/I-living
al,
In Each County To
Ky. Phone 3305.
4tp
Court of Appeals to determine now, Blue Geesv
Ky. Responsibility Law Premium
$25.00
southward
w
its legality. It provides that if ready made
State
Get
Aid
you
does
plumber
need
IF
that
a
(Other agents charge you. .$28_50)
the present grounds are sold, trek.
Dec. 29--The first
good serviceable work, call or
.0 possession on of Frankfort,
Miles has an option to purchase
Bag limit
the contingents from Kenis
four,
which
Comprehensive: Fire, Theft, Glass Breakage, etc., $9. to $32.00
the race track site.
limit for
tucky's 120 counties will be in
de more than two
The program for the new fair- may not
Frankfort the first week in Jan(Other agents charge you
$15.00 to $52.00)
hite-fronted or one
grounds was described as a long Canada
uary to present recommendaart
pae
aily limit for duck is
Yours for a Happy New Year!
term one, .but members of the
tions for roads to be constructfair board were said to be eager four .e,ftb the gossession limit ed with funds from the n e w
to get enough buildings put up doe that, but not more than two-cent gasoline tax, Rural
Frankfort, Dec. 30—The canwood duck may be in a
to start the fair at the new locaHighway Commissioner Emerson cer clinic being conducted
at
ter's
possession.
tion within a year, if possible.
Beauchamp said today.
Central State Hospital, LakeMr. Beauchamp said an atA 1783 volcanic eruption
tempt will be made to consult land, only one of its type in
Office Over Wood Drug Store
Iceland resulted in thete
lo
with six official county delega- the United States in a publicly
t
)
Phone: 520-3 Day & 530-W by Night
le
53 percent of the island 4t
s
\
1
tions each day. First of the owned mental hospital, has re(Continued from page one)
77 percent of the horses d 8 been unable to hear well enough group will be officials and in- ceived approval of
the Amerito take her usual seat in First terested citizens from Adair, Ed- can College of Surgeons.
Pere.' o
Christian Church (she has been monson, Daviess, Allen, AnderMrs. T. C. Carroll, shepherdsa member 75 years), so each s o n, Cumberland, Crittenden ville, commander of the Amer-Sunday she and Miss Mettle Barren, Bath, Clay, Clark, Chris- tan Cancer campaign in KenDalton, who lives with her, hur- tian, Bell, Boyle, Boone, Casey, tucky, wrote Governor Clemry through their tasks and lis- Bracken, Carlisle, Bullitt, Cald- ents that approval had been
ten to a sermon over the radio. well, Calloway, Elliott, Camp- made possible through efforts of
Each year since Miss Sallie bell and Carter counties.
Dr. A. M. Lyon, superintendent
was 90, the church has been giv"It is of paramount impor- of the hospital, and his staff.
ing a party for her, but this tance to select for construction
The clinic is operated under
year she asked this be omitted the roads in each county which direction of Dr. Henry B. Asas she does not feel well enough are most needed," Mr Beau- man and a group of volunteer
to attend. Wednesday night, Dec. champ said. "Through our own physicians and surgeons of
22, young people from the processing, we have selected Louisville. Mrs. Nancy Leslie,
church sang carols for her. "I what we think to be the most chief nurse, also was commendon't know when I have enjoy- usable program of construction. ded for her "most co-operative
We express our Hopp/ New Year wish to
ed anything so much," she said. This program is based upon ev- work in this field."
This year the birthday cele- ery factor. available to us exyou aloud just once d year . . . but our best
During the 11-month period
bration will be quiet, a family cept the local viewpoint. It now ending December I, there were
ylu
always!
dinner at the home of her son, becomes necessary that we de- 851 patients examined or treated.
wishes are with
George G. Harrelson, Friday, termine which roads the people by 173 doctors at 18 clinics sesDec. 31. The date has been set themselves want. From
our sions.
up so that great-grandchildren present sketchy comparisons, it
home from school may be looks like we are not- going to
And may we suggest the start cf(his New Year 1949 is the very
present
be very far apart.
best time for you to be certain yu have adequate Insurance Cover"Our staff engineers will be
Present will be Miss Sallie.
Mr. and Mrs. Grayson Harrel- able to present a reasonably conage?
son, Mr. and Mrs. Hearne Har- sistent figure as to costs and it
relson, Mr. and Mrs Sam Kol- may be possible to start work
tinsky, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ran- immediately. The success of the
dolph, Miss Mattie Dalton, Mr. year's work will depend greatly
and Mrs. George G. Harrelson, upon the speed with which the
Webb Watkins, Dexter, Mo.; initial work is done. Every
Mrs. Clifford Claypool and Mrs. county will be notified as to
Phone 25
Princeton, Ky.
Main, both of Louisville; Nancy the proper time to present its
D. Hearne, Robert Hearne and recommedations. It is sincerely
Ann Ryder Randolph, Don, Lee, hoped that we may have the
Howell and John Chilton Harrel- best cooperation possible a n d
son and George G. Harrelson III. that every county will be prepared when its turn comes.
The type of pottery or clay
tile wall decorations in Persian Report Cards Pay
homes during the Middle Ages
Laramie, Wyo. — AP — Howoften indicated the owner's sta- ard Trevathan started some.yrr..0.8.111NIM
;.1.9
.
tion in Westhionme of the•-•teeel- thing when Irbil AraVe .a...chil,s1
thy had artistic multi-colored 'clY because he had " a good re-'
ceramics while peasant homes icirt card. Now about 100 youngwere decorated with plain tiles. sters line up for a report card
he year 1948 will soon be history.
inspection every six weeks by
Old Icelandic, spoken in Ice- the grocery store owner, an exland and Greenland, is closely Marine injured on Guadalcanal.
In reviewing the many events that took
akin to Norwegian.
If they have good grades, Trevathan gives them candy or
place during the year we cannot help
The word "robot", used to bubble gum.
describe mechanical devices, is
but express to you our sincere appreciaderived from the Czech word
More than 107 volcanoes are
"rpbit", meaning work.
known to exist in Iceland.

CALLING ALL CARS

oad Delegations
To Visit Frankfort

(1940-1949 Models
For Insurance

In Appreciation

Surgeons Approve
Ky. Cancer Clinic

WAREHOUSIKM A N
Assistant:
Must have had experience in
handling men and executive
ability in furniture or related
work. Permanent with good
pay. KEACli FURNITURE
COMPANY, Hopkinsville. ltc
ONE DAY radio service on all
makes and models. Satisfactory work at reasonable prices
guaranteed. Shrewsbury's Radio Shop. South Jefferson at
the Railroad. Call 423-J. tfc
Car Heaters, Stewart Werner
Heaters
repaired, installed,
sold. Williams Texaco Service
Station. Corner Plum & Main.
Phone 557.
tfc
FOR SALE: Portable skating
rink. First class condition. See
Glenn
Bright or
Gordon
phone 778-W.
ltp

'

The Woman's Club lila '
eryone who contributed
party for underprivileged
dren with money and gift
to members. of the corm- ,
who contributed time and ,
to make this party a SUM \
pecially do we thank thg
chants for their gifts and
eration, Miss Perle HAW.
and Miss Virginia Moore,
ians, for their assistance hi'
ceiving the contributions al
George Coon Library, andi,
Y-Teen Club of Butler for
help. We would also like to
The Princeton Leader for i u
ticles and help given us for
party.
The Princeton Woman's Clu
Mrs. Sam Jones, Secretary, j

In Memoriam
In memory of my wile, Ger
trude Parker, the wife of Clen
Parker, who passed the 13th
o
December. Many thanks to tb
Pastor, Rev. Lander, to th
choir, and also white and co
ored friends, also tlie Linde
taker, many, many thanks.
Bless her for in our life she
mains in our hearts forever,
The Family
Clent, Son Coleman, and
Daughter, Mary
It

FOR SALE. Seven room house,
911 West Main St. Stoker fired
furnace, attic fan, full bath
down stairs, two piece bath up
Rodents form the largest o
stairs. Shown by appointment. der of mammal
'
Phone 732.
2tp some 3,000 species.

ATTENTION
Burley Tobacco Growers

Cummins Insurance & Real Estate

I'Miss Sally,

HAPPY NEW YEAR

To All Our
GOOD FRIENDS AND CUSTOWIS

John E. Young

We Have Plenty Of Space For

JANUARY SALE
Can Unload Any Time.

McConnell's Burley Floor
Phone 1499

Hopkinsville

HAPPY NEW YEAR
from
All The Red Front Folks

Insurance Agency

T

We want to thank you for your wonderful patronage throughout the past year and say that we
have enjoyed rving you.

tion for the part you have played in
whatever success we have enjoyed. It
is the loyalty of friends that makes us

STORES

look forward to 1949 with confidence.
May we wish you the best of everything

CLOSED
Be

for the New Year.

NEW YEAR'S DAY

Hopkinsville

' Princeton

Our slogan is"More for Your Money Every Time"
and we are all pledged to live up to this slogan.
For fresher food at lower prices you can depend
on us during 1949.
We will be looking for you.

SATURDAY

THE RED. FRONT FOLKS

JANUARY 1
Will Be Closed All Day Saturday

Princeton Retail Merchants Assn.

-

New Year's Day

